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1. Introduction*
Although there are various current views on how elliptical clauses are derived, perhaps the most
widely-accepted view of such ellipsis types as sluicing and VP-ellipsis is that they involve a licensing
relation between a functional head (bearing a particular feature) and the complement of that head,
which is marked for non-pronunciation at PF. This is the so-called PF-deletion analysis illustrated in
(1):
(1) a.
b.

Barry insulted someone, but I don’t know [CP whoi C[F] [TP Barry insulted ti]].
Barry insulted someone, even though he said [TP he [I[F] wouldn’t] [VP insult someone]].

In order to analyse apparent ‘non-constituent deletions’ such as gapping and pseudogapping as
involving PF-deletion, the non-deleted parts of the clause (‘remnants’) must undergo movement out of
the ellipsis site prior to PF-deletion, as in (2) (Jayaseelan 1990, Lasnik 1999, Coppock 2001):
(2) a.
b.

Barry has [VP [VP insulted Carlos] and [ Dianai [ Esmeraldaj [VP ti insulted tj]]]].
Although Barry didn’t insult Archimedes, he did [ Carlosi [VP insult ti]].

While pseudogapping is fairly standardly treated as movement of the remnant followed by VP-ellipsis,
a treatment of gapping in these terms is problematic, because gapping is highly restricted in its
distribution in a way that the other ellipsis types are not. For example, gapping is generally restricted to
coordinate structures. A number of authors have put this property of gapping at centre stage, arguing
that gapping results from ATB-movement (Johnson 1996, 2009), the range of options for coordinating
different types of constituents (Lin 2002), or the presence of ‘bivalent’ coordinators whose second
PHPEHUPD\EHDQXOOSURMHFWLRQ :LOOLDPV$FNHPD 6]HQGUĘL 
In this paper, I argue against against both VP-ellipsis and coordination-based analyses of gapping.
The empirical evidence comes from a little-studied type of ellipsis which I will term ‘cleft ellipsis’, and
which is illustrated in (3):1
(3) a.
b.
c.

If there’s anyone who can throw insults, it’s Barry who can throw insults.
If there’s anything that Barry is, it’s rude that Barry is.
If there’s anything that Barry can do, it’s throw insults that he can (do).

The examples in (3) involve a ‘reduced cleft’ preceded by a conditional if-clause. Since full clefts are
also possible in these examples, the question arises of whether reduced clefts involve a full cleft

*

Thanks to Dirk Bury, David Potter, Craig Sailor, Gary Thoms, Elena Titov and Sasha Titov for useful
discussion and judgments.
1
The fullest description of such ‘premodified reduced it-clefts’ that I am aware of can be found in Declerck &
Seki (1990). Here I use subscripting to indicate the non-pronounced but understood material in the ellipsis site, without
prejudging the question of whether the ellipsis is derived by literal deletion.
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structure plus ellipsis, or simply an anaphoric relation between it and a discourse antecedent, with no
cleft clause and hence no ellipsis (e.g., Mikkelsen 2007). While I leave open the possibility that some
reduced clefts do not involve ellipsis, I argue that there are two types of cleft ellipsis, one derived from
a true full cleft by deletion of the cleft clause CP (Type A), and a second derived without movement by
the same mechanism involved in gapping (Type B).2 The reason for analysing Type B cleft ellipsis as a
type of gapping is that it shares the distributional restrictions of gapping, apart from the coordination
requirement. In order to give a unified account of gapping and Type B cleft ellipsis, therefore, we
cannot appeal to a coordination-based analysis. On the other hand, reducing Type B cleft ellipsis and
gapping to VP-ellipsis will fail to account for the distributional restrictions on gapping and cleft ellipsis,
which are not shared by VP-ellipsis. Instead, I propose a modified version of Carrera Hernández’s
(2007) analysis of gapping, according to which the gapped clause is a TP whose head lacks a ‘lexical
address’. This TP projection therefore violates Inclusiveness unless it can be related to a TP in the same
structure which can provide it with a lexical address. The underspecified TP thus forms a syntactic
dependency (or chain) with the specified TP, a dependency which is subject to familiar conditions such
as c-command and locality.

2. A unified analysis of gapping and cleft ellipsis
2.1. Two types of cleft ellipsis
In this section I will propose that the examples in (3) instantiate at least two ellipsis mechanisms:
cleft clause deletion (a subtype of adjunct deletion) and embedded gapping. First, I will outline my
assumptions about the structure of full it-clefts. In Reeve (2012), I argue that it-clefts may in principle
involve either (i) base-generation of the clefted XP in postcopular position, or (ii) focus-movement of
the clefted XP from inside the cleft clause. In fact, while strategy (ii) is available for all clefts (but
imposes an obligatory contrastive interpretation on the clefted XP), strategy (i) is only available where
the cleft clause may contain an overt relative operator (in other words, most DP- and certain PP-clefts).
In addition, the cleft clause is extraposed to adjoin to the matrix VP so that it can be interpreted as a
restrictive modifier of the subject it; that is, it-clefts are a type of specificational sentence with a definite
subject. The structures for strategies (i) and (ii) (prior to extraposition) are illustrated in (4a,b)
respectively:
(4) a.
b.

[TP it’sj [VP tj [DP [DP Barry] [CP whoi ti can throw insults]]]
[TP it’sj [VP tj [CP [AP rude]i [CP that Barry is ti]]]

(4a) illustrates the base-generated structure for a DP-cleft, while (4b) illustrates the movement structure
for an AP-cleft. Notice, however, that there is no full cleft equivalent of the reduced cleft in (3c), where
the focus is a VP. This means that this reduced cleft must be derived in some way other than from a full
cleft. Accordingly, I propose that while reduced DP- and AP-clefts may in principle be derived from
full clefts by constituent deletion of the cleft clause CP (‘Type A’ cleft ellipsis), reduced VP-clefts must
be derived by gapping into the cleft clause CP (‘Type B’ cleft ellipsis), resulting in the structure in (5),
the reduced counterpart of (5b):
(5) a.
b.

[TP it’sj [VP tj [CP C DP T [VP throw insults]]]
It’s that Barry can throw insults.

While the Type B strategy is the only possibility with reduced VP-clefts, it is also available in principle
for other reduced clefts. I will argue below that this distinction between reduced VP-clefts (Type B
only) and other clefts (Type A or Type B) captures important differences between reduced VP- and APclefts in particular. The main topic of this paper is the parallel between Type B ellipsis and gapping,

2

Cleft ellipsis is superficially similar to pseudogapping in that the T node is pronounced (hence the title of this
talk), but since cleft ellipsis patterns with gapping rather than with pseudogapping with respect to its locality
properties, the two must be treated as distinct.
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and I will therefore not have anything more to say about Type A ellipsis.3 Clearly, though, there are
questions about whether such cases really do involve ellipsis, which must be left for future research. In
the next section I show how Carrera Hernández’s (2007) analysis of gapping can be extended to Type B
ellipsis.

2.2. Type B ellipsis as a syntactic dependency
Carrera Hernández’s (2007) main concern is to account for the peculiar locality properties of
gapping: namely that it is restricted to coordinate structures, that there must be a sentence-internal
antecedent, that this antecedent must precede the ellipsis site, and that neither the ellipsis site nor the
antecedent may be embedded with respect to the other. These properties are illustrated in (6a-d)
respectively:
(6) a. *If Bill drank the vodka, then Mary __ the scotch.
b. *Bill __ the vodka. (as a response to Who drank what?)
c. *Bill __ the vodka, and Mary drank the scotch.
d. *Bill drank the vodka, and I hope that Mary __ the scotch.
*I think that Bill drank the vodka, and Mary __ the scotch.
To capture these properties, she adopts the idea that deletion in coordinate structures involves
XQGHUVSHFLILHGSURMHFWLRQVUDWKHUWKDQFRQVWLWXHQWGHOHWLRQ :LOOLDPV$FNHPD 6]HQGUĘL 
That null projections are arguably required is shown by examples such as (7), in which the matrix
auxiliary shows plural agreement rather than the singular agreement that would be expected if the
structure involved TP- rather than CP-coordination:
(7) [CP That the Earth revolves around the Sun] and [CP 0 the Moon revolves around the Earth] are
well-established facts.
Carrera Hernández argues that null projections (0Ps) are underspecified in that their head lacks a
‘lexical address’ – a pointer to a lexical entry. This is a violation of Inclusiveness (Chomsky 1995,
Neeleman & van de Koot 2002), and the 0P must therefore enter a syntactic dependency with a
categorially identical projection bearing a lexical address. That is, Carrera Hernández argues that 0P
must be related to an antecedent in the same way that a trace, an anaphor or an obligatorily-controlled
PRO must. Her analysis of (2b) above can thus be represented in (8), where I indicate a null (i.e.
lexically underspecified) node/projection with [0]:
(8) [&P [TP Barry has insulted Carlos] [&’ and [TP[0] [DP Diana] T[0] [VP[0] V[0] [DP Esmeralda]]]]]
Here, the right-hand TP (marked [0]) is dependent on the left-hand TP. Carrera Hernández’s analysis
captures the properties of gapping in (6): the requirement for an antecedent is due to the syntactically
dependent nature of 0P; the impossibility of embedding and the restriction to coordinate structures are
due to Relativized Minimality (there must be no intervening [+V,-N] node); and the precedence
requirement is due to the c-command condition on syntactic dependencies, along with the asymmetric
3

Evidence that Type A clefts involve obligatory ellipsis comes from NPI-licensing. A clefted NPI-headed DP
cannot be licensed by negation in the cleft clause, as in (ia). In Reeve (2012) I attributed this to a c-command
condition: an NPI cannot c-command its licenser (cf. Heycock & Kroch 2002). The equivalent reduced cleft is also
ungrammatical, as shown in (ib). The grammatical pseudocleft example in (ic) shows that this cannot be reduced to
something like ‘semantic reconstruction’.
(i)

a.
b.
c.

*It’s any bread that I don’t have.
?*If there’s anything I don’t have, it’s any bread that I don’t have.
What I don’t have is any bread.

The ungrammaticality of (ib) suggests that the c-commanded negation is present in the structure just as it is in (ia),
despite not being overt.
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structure Carrera Hernández adopts for coordination (the first conjunct c-commands the second but not
vice versa).4
An aspect of Carrera Hernández’s analysis that will be crucial for our purposes is the possibility of
‘dependent ellipsis’: the idea that a 0(P) licensed by a syntactic dependency may itself license its
dependents (specifiers, complements) as 0P. Thus, in (8) above the gapped T (marked [0]) licenses its
FRPSOHPHQW93DVQXOO$FNHPD 6]HQGUĘL  XVHGHSHQGHQWHOOLSVLVWRDFFRXQWIRUµGHWHUPLQHU
sharing’ cases such as (b) (McCawley 1993): the gapped T may license a null D in the subject DP,
which is not possible otherwise:
(9) Too many Irish setters are named Kelly, too many German shepherds are named Fritz, and too many huskies
are named Nanook.
$FNHPD  6]HQGUĘL DUJXH WKDW GHSHQGHQW HOOLSVLV LV QRW UHFXUVLYH VR WKH KHDG RI WKLV 93 PD\ QRW
license its complement as 0P (thus accounting for the impossibility of *Bob gave the magazines to
Jessica and Harry gave the newspapers to Joanne, for example). There are a number of problems with
restricting dependent ellipsis in this way, however; such as the acceptability of examples such as (10):
(10) a.
b.

Bob has read many newspapers, and Mary has read many novels.
John said that he can play backgammon, and Bill said that he can play mahjong.

While there are undoubtedly restrictions on dependent ellipsis – the nature of which is mysterious to me
– I will assume for the purposes of this paper that dependent ellipsis is transitive.
What I would like to propose, then, is that Type B cleft ellipsis involves a syntactic dependency
between the cleft clause CP and the if-clause CP. Recall that I proposed the non-movement source in
(11a) for reduced VP-clefts; this can now be revised as in (11b):
(11) a.
b.

[TP it’sj [VP tj [CP C DP T [VP throw insults]]]
[TP [CP if … ] [TP it’sj [CP[0] C[0] [TP[0] DP[0] T[0] [VP throw insults]]]]]

In (11b), I treat the cleft clause CP as a complement of the finite copula, which is merged directly in T.5
The cleft clause CP (marked [0]) enters into a dependency with the if-clause CP. In turn, the head of this
CP licenses its complement TP as null; the head of this TP licenses the head of the subject DP (its
specifier) as null; and so on. This is made possible by the assumption that dependent ellipsis can reach
down into embedded finite CPs and DPs contained within them, which examples such as (10) support.

3. Consequences of the analysis
In this section, I will show that this analysis can account for the shared locality properties of
gapping and cleft ellipsis, as well as the fact that cleft ellipsis and gapping into finite CPs have a similar
distribution of possible remnants.

4

Carrera Hernández also notes two further properties of gapping that follow from her analysis, in that they are
characteristic of grammatical dependencies in general: a 0P can only be linked to a single antecedent, but a single
antecedent may license multiple 0Ps (see Koster 1987, Neeleman & van de Koot 2002). The first also appears to be
true of cleft ellipsis, but in the latter case there is the interfering factor of the exhaustive interpretation of clefts,
which seems to prevent multiple 0Ps from being licensed by a single if-clause.
5
In Reeve (2012) I assumed that the copular verb undergoes V-to-T, and that the cleft clause is obligatorily
extraposed to adjoin to VP (a process which is clearly visible in OV languages such as German). However, this
structure would not be compatible with the analysis of cleft ellipsis proposed here, and hence I adopt a ‘truncated’
analysis of copular clauses (e.g., Cinque 2004) with extraposition targeting the clefted DP. I leave the problem of
reconciling the arguments for the two distinct structures to future research.
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3.1. Locality properties
We saw in section 2 that gapping has a number of distributional restrictions that are not shared with
ellipsis types such as VP-ellipsis and sluicing, which we can refer to as coordination, obligatoriness,
precedence and non-embedding. Under Carrera Hernández’s analysis, the final three of these are due to
the conditions on syntactic dependencies (obligatoriness, c-command, locality). The obligatoriness
property is self-explanatory: a syntactic dependent needs an antecedent. The precedence requirement,
for Carrera Hernández, follows from the c-command requirement and the asymmetric coordination
structure she assumes. This explanation is not available to us if the if-clause is an adjunct and may be
left- or right-adjoined to TP, as it will c-command 0P in either case. However, there is independent
evidence that ‘backward’ dependencies are not possible unless the dependent element is in a clause
subordinate to the clause containing the antecedent (Williams’ 1997 General Pattern of Anaphoric
Dependence, or GPAD). Whatever is responsible for GPAD would therefore also prevent 0P from
being licensed by a following if-clause, since 0P would not be in a clause subordinate to the if-clause.
Finally, the non-embedding requirement follows from the locality restriction on syntactic dependencies
(for Carrera Hernández, Relativized Minimality).
If Type B cleft ellipsis involves gapping, therefore, we should expect to see these three restrictions
holding of Type B cleft ellipsis. Compare the examples in (12), involving reduced DP-clefts, and those
in (13), involving reduced VP-clefts:
(12) a.
b.
c.
(13) a.
b.
c.

A: I know there’s someone who can throw insults. Who is it? B: It’s Barry.
A: I know there’s someone who can throw insults. Who is it? B: It’s Barry, if anyone can
throw insults.
If there’s anyone who can throw insults, I believe that it’s Barry.
A: I know there’s something Barry can do better than anyone. What is it? B: #It’s throw
insults.
A: I know there’s something Barry can do better than anyone. What is it? B: #It’s throw
insults, if there’s anything that Barry can do.
*If there’s anything that Barry can do, I believe that it’s throw insults.

The examples in (12a-c) show respectively that reduced DP-clefts may be standalone sentences, that the
reduced cleft may precede the if-clause, and that the reduced cleft may be embedded with respect to the
if-clause. That is, the obligatoriness, precedence and non-embedding restrictions do not hold of reduced
DP-clefts. VP-clefts, on the other hand, show all of these restrictions, as shown in (13). This follows if
VP-clefts must have a gapping structure of the type in (11b), while DP-clefts need not.
On the face of it, AP-clefts should pattern with DP-clefts, since they have full cleft equivalents
from which the reduced clefts could be derived by CP-deletion, which is not subject to the locality
restrictions on gapping. However, as noted above, I argued in Reeve (2012) that full AP-clefts, unlike
DP-clefts, must be derived by focus-movement of the AP. This correspondingly imposes the same
restriction that standard focus-movement imposes in English: a requirement for the moved focus to be
contrastive; that is, for there to be a salient restricted set of alternatives to the focus in the discourse
context (see also Heggie 1988). Thus, while DP-clefts may naturally be used to answer a wh-question
(which merely requires new information focus), AP-clefts are somewhat unusual in such cases.
However, they are felicitous in contrastive contexts as in (14c). (14b’,c’) show that the same is true of
focus-movement:
(14) a.
b.
b’.
c.
c’.

A: Who wrote War and Peace? B: It was Tolstoy who wrote War and Peace.
A: What is Barry above all? B: ?#It’s arrogant.
A: What is Barry above all? B: ?#Arrogant Barry is.
A: Barry is very confident. B: No, it’s arrogant that Barry is rather than confident.
A: Barry is very confident. B: No, arrogant Barry is, not confident.

We therefore make specific predictions about reduced AP-clefts. Under a non-contrastive interpretation
of the clefted AP, reduced AP-clefts should pattern with VP-clefts in terms of locality restrictions, since
they must be derived from a non-movement source, and hence via gapping. However, a contrastive
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interpretation of the AP should facilitate violation of the locality restrictions on gapping: the contrastive
interpretation should license focus-movement of the AP, which in turn should permit CP-deletion.
These predictions appear to be correct: compare (15), in which no contrastive context is given, with
(16), which explicitly provides such a context:
(15) a.
b.
c.

A: What is Barry above all? B: #It’s arrogant.
A: What is Barry above all? B: ?#It’s arrogant, if there’s anything that Barry is.
??If there’s anything that Barry is, I believe that it’s arrogant.

(16) a.
b.

A: Barry is very confident. B: No, it’s arrogant rather than confident.
A: Barry is very confident. B: No, it’s arrogant rather than confident, if there’s anything that
Barry is.
If there’s anything that Barry is, I believe that it’s arrogant rather than confident.

c.

The present analysis of cleft ellipsis thus manages to account for restrictions that it shares with gapping,
as well as the cases where it does not show these restrictions.
Finally, data from Russian provide additional support for the present analysis. Cleft constructions
in Russian are syntactically distinct from English it-clefts in that they show no evidence of copular or
relative clause structure, and hence appear to lack a CP layer. In Reeve (2012) I analysed Russian clefts
as involving a recursive TP structure in which the initial pronoun (corresponding to it) is the subject of
the higher TP, and the lower TP involves focus-movement of the ‘clefted XP’ to a position following
this pronoun, as in (17b):6
(17) a.

b.

Èto Ivana
Maria
ljubila.
this Ivan-ACC
Maria.NOM loved
‘It was Ivan that Maria loved.’
[TP1 èto [TP2 Ivanai [TP2 Maria ljubila ti]]]

Crucially, full clefts such as (17) always involve focus-movement; there is no base-generated structure,
unlike in English. Thus, although a reduced cleft could in principle be derived either by movement plus
CP-deletion or by gapping without movement, the first strategy (permitting locality violations) would
also force a contrastive interpretation of the focus. We thus expect that such reduced clefts will show
the locality restrictions of gapping where a contrastive context is not provided, since in that case the
gapping strategy will be forced:
(18) a.



Q: Kogo
Maria
ljubila? A: #Èto Ivana.
who.ACC
Maria.NOM loved
this Ivan-ACC
‘Q: Who did Maria love? A: It was Ivan.’
b. *Èto Ivana,
esli Maria
i
ljubila kogo-to.
this Ivan-ACC
if Maria.NOM and loved someone.ACC
‘It was Ivan, if Maria loved anyone.’
F" (VOL0DULD 
L OMXELOD NRJRWR

WR 
MD GXPDMX þWR qWR ,YDQD
if Maria.NOM and loved someone.ACC
then
I think
that this Ivan-ACC
‘If Maria loved anyone, then I think that it was Ivan.’

Unfortunately it is not yet clear to me to what extent a contrastive context facilitates these locality
violations – more research is needed here. However, the fact that DP-clefts in Russian do show the
locality restrictions in a non-contrastive context provides the expected contrast with English DP-clefts.

6

Note that the case-marking of the clefted DP as accusative shows that we are genuinely dealing with ellipsis
here rather than with a simple copular sentence, since the default postcopular case in such examples is nominative.
This is also particularly important here because Russian allows null copulas in the present tense, and we therefore
want to avoid a confound with such cases.
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3.2. A note on the coordination restriction
Unlike the other locality restrictions on gapping, the coordination restriction clearly does not hold
of Type B cleft ellipsis: in all the examples given so far, the antecedent of the ellipsis is a clausal
adjunct rather than a conjunct. According to Carrera Hernández, the coordination restriction follows
from Relativized Minimality: if there is any intervening (in terms of c-command) [+V,-N] node
between 0P and its antecedent, the dependency between the two will be blocked. Carrera Hernández
proposes that the category & in English (though not in all languages) is underspecified with respect to
syntactic category, and hence does not count as an intervener. In reduced clefts premodified by an ifclause, however, it seems as if the relation between the cleft clause 0P and the if-clause should be
blocked by the intervening T node (hosting the copula), since all three of these elements are [+V,-N].
To resolve this problem, then, I would like to suggest that two properties hold of the syntactic
dependency induced by the ‘0’ property: (i) 0 is satisfied only by a maximal category (so CP or TP but
not C or T), and (ii) the relevant locality principle is not Relativized Minimality, but the Minimal Link
Condition.7 That is, the relation is only blocked by a [+V,-N] XP that dominates 0P but not the
antecedent. This ensures that copular T does not block the dependency between the cleft clause and the
if-clause without sacrificing the account of the non-embedding restriction in terms of locality.8

3.3. Possible remnants
Under the present analysis, Type B cleft ellipsis involves gapping into an embedded CP, a process
for which we have independent evidence. In this section I will show that this makes correct predictions
about the possible remnants of cleft ellipsis, and about some crosslinguistic variation in this regard. All
our examples of cleft ellipsis so far have involved a single remnant, but of course gapping permits
multiple remnants (indeed, examples with single remnants are often not even referred to as ‘gapping’).
However, gapping into embedded finite CPs is more restricted than gapping within a single CP. The
examples in (19) show that an object and a prepositional dative, or an argument and adjunct PP, may be
remnants under embedded gapping, but a subject and an object may not be:
(19) a.
b.
c.

Barry said that he gave books to Sarah, and Bill said [CP that he gave [DP newspapers] [PP to Mary]].
Barry said that he talked about chemistry on Tuesday, and Bill said [CP that he talked [PP about
physics] [PP on Wednesday]].
*Barry said that Sarah bought fish, and Bill said [CP that [DP Sue] bought [DP chips]].

Since Type B cleft ellipsis involves gapping into an embedded finite CP, we expect to see the same
distribution of possible remnants. Indeed, (20) shows the same pattern as (19):
(20) a.
b.
c.

If there’s anything that Bill gave to anyone, it was [DP newspapers] [PP to Mary].
If there’s anything that Bill talked about on some day, it was [PP about physics] [PP on
Wednesday].
*If there’s anyone that bought anything, it was [DP Sue] [DP chips].

7

See Müller (2011) for useful recent discussion of the status of these two principles. While recent work in the
locality literature has moved towards the idea that it is classes of features rather than phrase-structural notions
(A/A’/head) to which locality constraints refer, it is still often assumed that there is an irreducible distinction
between heads and phrases (often tacitly, but see Rizzi 2004 for an explicit mention of this). For one thing,
assuming movement involves a feature on the hosting head, the relation between a specifier of that head and the
trace of the specifier would otherwise be blocked by the head itself.
8
This raises the further question of why we could not derive ungrammatical pseudogapping examples such as
(i) through gapping, licensing deletion by an if-clause, for example:
(i)

?*If there’s anyone Barry insulted, he did Carlos.

While I cannot go into this question in detail here, I assume that it is related to the semantic condition on gapping,
which I take to be a form of ‘e-givenness’ in Merchant’s (2001) sense. More specifically, I would like to suggest
that the ellipsis site and the antecedent must be in a mutual e-givenness relation (but without the existential typeshifting); this ensures that the ellipsis site and the antecedent are both mutually-entailing propositions, ruling out (i)
but permitting cleft ellipsis.
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While an explanation of this restriction on embedded gapping is lacking, the parallel between (19) and
(20) supports the claim that the two involve the same ellipsis phenomenon. It is important to note, too,
that the examples in (20) do not have a full it-cleft source.
Russian provides further support for the analysis. Recall that Russian clefts do not involve an
embedded CP, and hence do not involve gapping into an embedded finite CP under the present analysis.
What this means is that reduced clefts in Russian should pattern with matrix gapping rather than with
embedded gapping. This seems to be correct: for example, Russian allows subject-object and subjectindirect object-direct object gapping in matrix clauses, but not in embedded clauses. It also allows these
types of gapping in reduced clefts, as we expect:
(21) c.
d.

(22) a.

… a
[TP
and
… a
[TP
and

Maria
ljubila
Maria-NOM loved
Maria
dala
Maria-NOM gave

Esli kto-to
i
if someone.NOM
and
E (VOLNWRWR 

L
if someone.NOM
and
to
èto Maria
then
this Maria-NOM



Ivana].
Ivan-ACC
Ivanu
Ivan-DAT

knigu].
book-ACC

ljubil
kogo-to,
loved someone.ACC
GDO 
NRPXWR

gave
someone.DAT
Ivanu
knigu.
Ivan-DAT
book-ACC

to
èto Maria
Ivana.
then
this Maria-NOM Ivan-ACC
þWRWR
something.ACC

Importantly, reduced clefts do not pattern with gapping into embedded CPs, which appears to be
impossible:9
(23)*… a
[TP Maria
VND]DOD
… and
Maria-NOM said

þWR

RQD

OMXELW

that she loves

Ivana].
Ivan-ACC

German is another language that provides support for the present analysis. In German, premodified
reduced clefts do not actually involve a cleft structure, but simply feature the adverbial dann ‘then’
followed by the remnant:
(24) a.
b.

Wenn er überhaupt irgendetwas gekauft hat, dann
einen Apfel.
if
he at.all
anything
bought has then
an.ACC apple.ACC
[CP1 [CP1 wenn …], [CP1 dann [C’ C [TP[0] [VP[0] [DP einen Apfel] V[0] ] T[0]]]]]

The analysis that suggests itself is that dann appears in SpecCP and the TP undergoes partial ellipsis, as
in (24b).10 If the wenn-clause in (24) is adjoined to CP, as its position suggests, then this relation
satisfies the locality condition on 0P licensing. Furthermore, as in Russian but not as in English,
9

Apparently such gapping becomes possible if the complementiser is pronounced (Elena Titov, p.c.). This
goes against a commonly-cited generalisation in the gapping literature according to which there can be no overt
head in the middle of a gapping site (e.g., Lin’s 2002 Highest Head Condition); see Fitzgibbons (2013) for some
similar cases involving retention of prepositions (what she calls ‘parasitic ellipsis’).
We also predict that reduced clefts in which the correlate of the clefted XP in the if-clause is further embedded
will be ungrammatical, since the gapping could not go down into the embedded finite CP. This appears to be
correct:
L  (VOL 0DULD 
L VND]DOD þWR RQD OMXELW
NRJRWR 
WR qWR ,YDQD
and said
that she loves
someone.ACC then this Ivan-ACC
if Maria.NOM
‘If there’s anyone that Maria said that she loved, it was Ivan.’
However, this would also be ruled out by an analysis with movement of Ivana plus constituent deletion, since
movement out of finite CPs is already degraded in Russian.
10
Given the verb-second nature of German, one question is why the tensed verb (hat in (24b)) does not raise to
C in such cases. I assume that this is because the feature triggering head-movement may alternatively be satisfied
by ellipsis, as proposed by Lasnik (1999) to explain why the verb does not raise in pseudogapping.
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gapping in this case does not reach down into an embedded finite CP. We therefore correctly predict
that both the subject and object may be retained in a German ‘reduced cleft’:
(25) a.

b.

Wenn überhaupt irgendjemand
irgendetwas gekauft hat,
if
at.all
anyone
anything
bought has
dann
Dirk
einen Apfel.
then
Dirk
an.ACC apple.ACC
[CP1 [CP1 wenn …], [CP1 dann [C’ C [TP[0] [DP Dirk] [VP[0] [DP einen Apfel] V[0] ] T[0]]]]]

In this section, we have seen that the present analysis of Type B cleft ellipsis correctly predicts that
Type B cleft ellipsis patterns with gapping into embedded CPs in English, but with matrix gapping in
Russian and German.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, I have argued that cleft ellipsis provides support for the view that gapping involves a
syntactic dependency between a lexically unspecified projection and a categorially identical, lexically
specified projection. This dependency obeys the same conditions as other syntactic dependencies (such
as movement, anaphoric binding and theta-marking): in particular, obligatoriness, c-command and
locality. This accounts for the fact that gapping and a subset of cleft ellipsis cases show locality
restrictions (obligatoriness, precedence, non-embedding) not characteristic of other types of ellipsis
such as VP-ellipsis and sluicing. The fact that Type B cleft ellipsis does not obey the coordination
requirement follows if the 0P dependency is satisfied only by maximal projections, and is restricted by
the Minimal Link Condition. The analysis also accounts for the possibility of ‘multiple remnants’ in
English, as well as the wider range of such remnants available in German and Russian. In English, cleft
ellipsis patterns with embedded finite CPs in terms of possible remnants; in German and Russian, cleft
ellipsis patterns with matrix TPs.
To the extent that it has been shown that a unified treatment of (Type B) cleft ellipsis and gapping
is desirable and possible, this paper also provides evidence against alternative treatments of gapping.
VP-ellipsis analyses fail to capture the locality restrictions on gapping which are not shared with VPellipsis. Coordination-based analyses fail to capture the parallels between gapping and cleft ellipsis, the
latter of which is not restricted to coordinate structures.
One remaining question is the status of cleft ellipsis with respect to island constraints. I have
proposed that Type B ellipsis does not (necessarily) involve movement of the remnants out of the
ellipsis site. The main evidence for this was that cleft ellipsis seems to obey locality constraints when
the clefted XP does not receive a contrastive interpretation (and hence does not move), but may violate
them if it does (and hence moves). It would be natural to look for evidence of (non-)movement from
island constraints, especially as this has been a lively topic of discussion in the ellipsis literature in
recent years (e.g., Merchant 2001, 2004). However, the behaviour of cleft ellipsis with respect to island
constraints is not entirely clear to me; strangely, it seems to pattern with none of the other types of
ellipsis. For example, it apparently may not violate Merchant’s (2001) ‘PF islands’ (e.g., the Subject
Condition, the Left Branch Condition), but may violate his ‘propositional islands’ (e.g., the Complex
NP Constraint, the Adjunct Condition):
(26) a.
b.

*If a politician who is something in particular will succeed, it’s arrogant. (subject)
*If they hired a good-looking linguist, it’s too good-looking. (left branch)

(27) a.

If they didn’t hire anyone who was something in particular, it was good-looking. (complex
NP)
If they arrested him because he was something in particular, it was good-looking. (adjunct)

b.

By contrast, gapping appears to be subject to the propositional islands but not the PF-islands (Coppock
2001), while sluicing appears to be able to violate all or most of both types (see Lasnik 2001 and
Merchant 2001 for differing views on this). I leave the interesting question of how to account for the
pattern in (26)/(27) for future investigation.
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